Dr. Corey Seemiller is a seasoned educator, researcher, and speaker on Generation Z. Her work has been featured on NPR and in *The New York Times* as well as in other news publications, podcasts, and academic journals around the world. Her TED Talk on Generation Z at TEDxDayton, which now has nearly 200,000 views, showcased how Generation Z plans to make a difference in the world. Her books include *Generation Z Goes to College*, *Generation Z Leads*, *Generation Z: A Century in Making*, and *Generation Z Learns*. She also co-authored the *Gen Z Voices on Voting* research report. Dr. Seemiller received her Bachelor’s degree in Communication, Master’s degree in Educational Leadership, and Ph.D. in Higher Education. She currently serves as a faculty member in the Department of Leadership Studies in Education and Organizations at Wright State University.

**PUBLICATIONS**

**GENERATION Z: A CENTURY IN THE MAKING**
This book provides an analysis of the perspectives, characteristics, styles, and motivations of Generation Z and how those have been shaped by both historical and contemporary contexts. For those who supervise, teach, and work with Generation Z, *Generation Z* offers insight into nearly every aspect of their lives.

**GENERATION Z GOES TO COLLEGE**
Although they may look similar to the Millennial Generation, Generation Z brings a whole new set of attributes and experiences to higher education. But, education structures, curriculum, environments, processes, and pedagogies were developed with previous generations in mind, challenging institutions to ensure they are providing the most meaningful and effective learning and engagement experiences possible.

**GENERATION Z LEADS**
*Generation Z Leads* offers educators strategies and best practices for developing the leadership capacities of this unique demographic. Grounded in research on Generation Z students, their ideas and suggestions provide educators insight on designing and facilitating experiences that foster leadership development.

**GENERATION Z LEARNS**
From elementary to graduate school, classrooms are now filled with Generation Z students. Their characteristics, interests, styles, and preferred learning environments are in many ways different from their predecessors. *Generation Z Learns* explores the nuances of Generation Z and offers recommendations to enhance the educational experience for this generation.

**GEN Z VOICES ON VOTING**
There is much anticipation about the participation of the Generation Z voting bloc in the upcoming election, especially given their low turnout in 2016. This report showcases results from a nationwide mixed-methods survey of Generation Z young adults, focusing on their political ideologies, issues of importance, political news access and consumption, voting intentions, and voting motivations.

**PARTIAL LIST OF PAST CLIENTS**

**CONNECT WITH DR. SEEMILLER**

www.thegenzspeaker.com; www.thegenzhub.com

TEDxDayton: youtube.com/watch?v=cN0hyudK7nE

@thegenzhub
@coreyseemiller
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